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Vulnerabilities can lead to data

leaks or attacks on a facility. 
 

Lack of visibility into critical assets

can affect production and quality.

Assessments are time consuming

and expensive; report data instantly

becomes stale and unreliable.  
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To schedule a demo, go to: global-business.net/identify.

If you have questions or need more information, fill out 

the form, HERE, or email GPA: info@global-business.net.

GPA is a full-service engineering and technology development firm serving the manufacturing
industry. GPA provides these solutions for manufacturers:

Running and maintaining automated manufacturing systems carry risks. The

threat landscape is continuously changing in real time. GPA Identify provides 

real-time information on system assets and infrastructure which is crucial to

protecting a manufacturing facility.
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IMPORTANT FEATURES

WHY IDENTIFY?

Disorganization, lack of access to

data, or inefficient processes can

be a costly issue.

GPA Identify provides data

visualization and reporting with

mitigation recommendations.

GPA Identify provides complete

visibility and diagnostic tools on a

facility's critical assets.
 

GPA Identify's users can access

all data in one application through

one pane of glass.

GPA Identify's active and passive

scanning options provide

accurate and timely information.

GPA Identify delivers comprehensive cross-platform views of your OT assets

and ICS Cybersecurity posture through NIST standards integration and

continuous network monitoring in real time.

877-848-5166

info@global-business.net

3333 Jaeckle Drive, Suite 110

Wilmington, NC 28403
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